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About This Game

The King is Back!

Cocked, loaded and ready for action, Duke delivers epic ass-kicking, massive weapons, giant explosions and pure unadulterated
fun!

Put on your shades and step into the boots of Duke Nukem. The alien hordes are invading and only Duke can save the world.
Pig cops, alien shrink rays and enormous alien bosses can’t stop this epic hero from accomplishing his goal: to save the world,

save the babes and to be a bad-ass while doing it.

The King arrives with an arsenal of over-the-top weapons, non-stop action, and unprecedented levels of interactivity. With hours
and hours of action, and a range of bodacious multiplayer modes, rest assured knowing the fun goes on and on.

Story

Did the Alien bastards not learn their lesson the first time? Duke has been on hiatus for some time now, kicking back and
franchising himself on the fame he gained from saving Earth from the first invasion. The Aliens have returned to Earth yet

again, messing up Duke’s sweet routine of dirty leisure habits.

The Alien invaders are stealing Earth’s women, especially the hot ones! And they drank Duke’s beer. This. Won’t. Stand. As
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Duke battles his way through waves of aliens, the once beautiful gambling haven and Duke Nukem franchise chains are
crumbling before his eyes. Time to bring the pain!

Features

Bust a Gut: Duke pulls no punches. Duke’s constant stream of hilarious one-liners throughout the game make this an
out loud good time.

World Interactivity: Spend as much time as you want shooting hoops, lifting weights, playing pinball, pool, air hockey,
and slots.

Scale & Variety: Packed with explosive FPS action, outlandish settings, driving, and puzzle solving — gamers will
never tire of the endless FUN.

Multiplayer Like No Other: Classic modes are re-made with a Duke twist. Shrink, squash, freeze and shatter your
opponents, or just frag them with a rocket.
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Title: Duke Nukem Forever
Genre: Action
Developer:
Gearbox Software
Publisher:
2K
Release Date: 19 Jun, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.0 Ghz / AMD Athlon 64 X2 @ 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 1 Gb

Hard Disk Space: 10 Gb free

Video Memory: 256 MB

Video Card: nVidia GeForce 7600 / ATI Radeon HD 2600

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

OTHER REQUIREMENTS & SUPPORTS: Initial installations required (included with the game) are Microsoft DirectX,
Visual C++ 2005 Redistributable (ATL), Visual C++ 2008 Redistributable, and AMD Dual Core Optimizer. (AMD optimizer
required only for specific AMD processors to run the game correctly, but installs for all of them.)

OTHER REQUIREMENTS & SUPPORTS: Does not support Windows XP 64

English,French,German,Italian
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why did i buy this

4\/10 don't be an impulse buyer like me. This game is a lot like Richard III, it is unfairly maligned. If you are a fan of Duke
Nukem, you need to play this game. However, play it with adjusted expectations.

Hail to the king, baby!. Mediocre and repetitive.. big stupid fun. not as good as duke nukem 3d perhaps but has fun with itself &
worth it at the low price point it goes for during sales. The Good
- Great performance. Throughout my playthrough I had a smooth, stable framerate and didn't experience any bugs, everything
seemed to be working as intended.
- Decent length. It took me around 10 hours to finish a single playthrough, the game isn't short enough that it feels unsatisfying
but doesn't go on for long enough to make it feel too dull and tiring, it doesn't really have any replay value but I came out of my
run of the game feeling like it was worthwhile.
- Good weapon variety. Almost all of the weapons from Duke Nukem 3D are back with detailed new designs, combined with
some unique new weapons like the Railgun and Enforcer Gun that have their own original functions.
- Lots of interactivity. There are plenty of optional little distractions dotted around the maps like playing air hockey, curling and
lifting weights, drinking and eating from vending machines, watching DVDs, etc etc. Some of these even provide Duke with a
permanent health boost when performed for the first time.

The Bad
- Extreme linearity. Most of the game is streamlined corridor shooting and there's pretty much 0 exploration to be found
throughout, going off the intended path will lead you to invisible walls or just death, this is a far cry from Duke 3Ds open ended
huge scale map design.
- Lots of scripted sections. The game has a habit of holding you back and forcing you to watch scripted sequences and listen to
long lines of dialogue filled with bad jokes, this can get really boring and annoying to go through.
- Lots of padding and gimmicks. The game features lots of gimmick sections (like making the player traverse the environment
as a shrunk down mini duke, having them use a monster truck to drive around, having them solve puzzles or go through
platforming sections, etc etc...) and generally uses them to slow down progression, this can get really tedious at times and is
generally just frustrating time wasting.
- Weapon carry limit. You're only able to carry 2 weapons at once or 4 with the "Expanded Inventory" setting active, this can
really limit your options in combat for no good reason.
- Regenerating health. The health packs and items of Duke 3D are replaced in DNF by the "Ego" bar, essentially just an auto
regenerating health bar, this encourages lots of cover based shooting which really doesn't fit the Duke Nukem style at all.
- Really easy boss fights. The bosses all have very predictable and easy to dodge attacks and the arenas you fight them in are
always filled with plenty of cover, you won't ever lose to them more than one or two times and they aren't satisfying to fight at
all.

Overall DNF isn't really a good game, but it isn't an awful one either, it's just mediocre and overly simplistic. Accusations of it
being terrible, unplayable, broken or "the worst game ever" are just exaggerations from people who were understandably very
disappointed with what they got after such a long wait for it to come out. Honestly, for the game that got the Guinness World
Record for longest game development ever it really is a miracle it released at all, the end result is something that obviously didn't
(and probably never could've) lived up to the hype surrounding it, but nonetheless turned out to be an okay game despite its
flaws. If you plan on trying it out, don't expect anything like the fast paced intense 90s shooter gameplay of Duke 3D, this is
something much more basic and linear, if you don't mind that and think the game could be a bit of fun for you, by all means
give it a go.. What a waste of money. I knew not to expect much from the story but when you compare it to alien fighting games
like Doom it really doesn't compare. Obviously doom is a more recent game but I only got 120minutes into Duke Nukem and
had to uninstall it. I would rather go back and play games like cs source or half life before wasting my time with this
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The game is pretty solid over all, I enjoyed it. I didn't encounter any bugs or any gamebreaking ones either. The game was fun.
It's short,sweet and simple. A lot of easter eggs in the game.. A lot of people may see this game
as\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665poor, But i have a place in my heart for this game, I loved every moment of it,
Hopefully we will get a remastered or even a new DN game.. one of my favorite duke nukem games!!! babes and plenty of
kicking some alien booty!!!. Do i really have to tell you why this gets a thumbs down?

I grew up playing Duke 3D, this is not even close to that. Don't believe the jerks in the comments who try to convince you that
this is just as good.

Franchise killing garbage.. dont buy this. MORE FUNNER THAN DOOM 4 I TELL YE WHAT. Three words: Fun, yet
mediocre.. This game is awesome!!! i am a huge duke fan and even though this game took way too long for it to come out i
know why and it makes sense. the game was scrapped a few times and changed developers a few times to. so the rights to the
game bounced around until it landed in the hands of gearbox software sadly. but none the less here it is and its i pretty fine game
if you ask me. not as good as duke nukem 3d but still worth the price. also randy pitchford sucks!!!!!
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